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Abstract

Simulation studies of a coupled system of equations for the evolution of

temperature and density have been performed. The results are presented in

graphs displaying the evolution in time of the temperature and density

profiles, as well as in phase-plane plots, relating the central values of

temperature and density. Particular emphasis is devoted to the particle and

heat pinch effects, which tend to counter-balance the ordinary diffusion, and

to co-operate with the alpha particle heating in sustaining plasma equilibrium.

Oscillatory approaches to equilibria are recorded.
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1. Introduction

In present-day fusion plasma physics, problems related to transport of energy

and particles are attracting considerable attention [1-7]. Interpretation of

new experimental results and planning of next generation large fusion

devices, like ITER, require detailed insight into the roles played by the various

physical processes governing the transport behaviour of the fusion plasma. In

particular alpha particle heating [8-11] and particle and heat pinch effects [4,

12] have to be considered.

As concerns the analytical studies of nonlinear partial differential

equations related to the fusion plasma transport problem considerable efforts

have recently been devoted to considerations of a heat equation with a source

term [13-24]. Such an equation exhibits numerous features of physical

interest, like self-formation and evolution of localized solutions, even for

situations where boundary effects are not considered [13-15, 17-23]. The

important role of a boundary for the corresponding problem has recently been

considered, both by direct simulation studies [10, 24] of the heat equation,

including heat and loss terms, and by using a method of central expansion in

the spatial coordinates [9, 11, 12, 16], which allows for physical

interpretations, and which particularly emphasizes the role of the extension of

the boundary as compared to the dynamical width of the temperature (or

density) distribution. The method of central expansion has recently also been

successfully applied to the coupled system of temperature and density

including particle and heat pinch effects [12]. The purpose of the present

investigation is to make simulation studies directly from the coupled system

of equations and to investigate the dynamic features and the approach to

possible equilibria of the corresponding physical system.

2 . Pinch Effects

It has been known for a long time that transport in plasmas does not always

obey a simple diffusion equation, where the flux is proportional to the

gradient of the quantity studies [25]. As an example the transport in

Tokamaks is often considered to follow "offset linear scalings" [6], which
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means that the flux would not vanish of the gradient vanishes. This offset

part is often considered as a convective effect. It is, however, mostly

proportional to the gradient of another quantity and directed along the

gradient of the quantity studied. Such a flux, which is directed along the

gradient (thus tending to increase the gradient) is denoted a pinch flux. The

total transport problem can in general be formulated in terms of a diffusion

matrix where the diagonal terms are the usual diffusion coefficients and the

off diagonal elements describe the pinch effects.

It is also customary to define effective diffusion coefficients according to

Fick's law as a ratio of the net flux and the gradient. Such an effective

diffusion coefficient can become negative in cases where the pinch effects

dominate. Situations of this type seem to occur on JET for the heat flux in

connection with pellet fuelling. Net pinch effects for the particle flux may

even occur when the gas puffing at the edge of a Tokamak stops. This has

been observed as a spontaneous peaking of the density profile on Asdex and

also means that the system tends to approach marginal stability. Pinch effects

in connection with drift wave transport seems to have been discussed for the

first time by Coppi and Spight in 1978, [26], and by Antonsen, Coppi and

Englade in 1979, [27]. This particle pinch effect was obtained for the slab

branch of the ion temperature gradient driven mode (TIJ mode) in a model

valid only for small en = Ln/Le.

The origin of heat pinch effects can easily be seen from the energy

equation

—»

After substituting the continuity e .juation for V • v, cancelling convective

diamdgnetic effects and taking the adiabatic limit, one obtains
8 I - 3 £". _ f^e (1 _ 1 ££
"T" 1 n (0 \3 ^J Te ' (Z)
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where Tli = (d In T/dr)/(d In n/dr),

which for Boltzmann electrons in a simple case leads to

ffl

where y is t ne linear growth-rate of the instability and kr is the radial wave-

number. Since

Lr=-T/(dT/dr) (4)

and

= -n.'(dn/dr) (5)

one obtains by using Fick's law, the flux

dT f<XT 2T d

The particle flux depends in a more complicated way on the eigen-frequency

and en. The simplest possible trend is, however, similar to that for the heat-

flux, i.e.

where a depends on the eigen-frequency, but typically is of order 1.

More general expressions for the pinch effects caused by reactive drift

modes are given in Nordman, Weiland, Jarmén, 1990 [5]. These contain

additional effects for en ~ 1. The effect of rough equilibration of the density

and temperature scale-lengths, shown by coefficients of order 1 for the pinch

terms, remains for the generalized model. Another important property of the

more general system is that the total energy (electron plus ion) flux always is
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outward. The equilibrium effects on the scale-lengths also gives the system a

stiffness that contributes to profile consistency [28] and, furthermore, helps to

explain the radial profiles of the effective transport coefficients observed in

experiments [7].

3 . Coupled System of Equations for Temperature and Density

The coupled model equations considered for the evolution of the plasma

temperature and density are the following [12],

3T ^v d ( yr&dfT\ kT 8 / . , , i

+ cTpnp-eTqnp. (8)

x = (x, y, z)e R3 , t > 0 ; (T, n) > 0 ,

where S = S(x, t) represents a source of particles (ions), T = T(x, t) and n = n(x,

t) the temperature and density of ions, and where the heat conductivity and

particle diffusion have been represented by

(10)

D(T) = a,,T8. (11)

respectively, where ax, an and 8 are constants. The remaining differential

terms in eqs. (1) and (2) represent heat and particle pinch effects [4, 5] with

k j and kn constants.

The temperature source and sink terms are represented by the

expressions cTPnP and -eTinP, (c > 0, e > 0) in eq. (9), where c, e, p, q and 3 are

constants.
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In eqs. (8) and (9) the quantity y is related to the space dimension under

consideration by y = d-I. Radially symmetric situations are assumed for d = 2

and d = 3.

The many free parameters in the structure of the coupled equations (8)

and (9) allow for representation of a variety of states of the plasma and of

processes participating in the evolution of the plasma.

For a typical fusion plasma one may choose p = 3-2 to represent the

effects of alpha panicle heating, and q =» 0.5 for bremsstrahlung losses with

3 = 1 .

For representing the diffusion in a Tokamak fusion plasma a serious

candidate would be diffusion by drift wave turbulence caused by temperature

gradient driven modes, which would correspond to 8 = 1.5, [4, 5].

The particle source term S = S(x, t) allows for studies of transient

phenomena and of approach to equilibria associated with "gas-puffing" in

large Tokamaks, e.g. TFTR.

For dynamic evolution of the fusion plasma the following boundary

conditions have been assumed, namely

T(b, t) = 0 (12)

n(b, t) = 0 , (13)

for all t, where b defines the position of the external boundary at x = b.

4 . Numerical Results

Extensive computer simulations ba~,ed on eqs. (8) and (9) have been carried

out. Only a selected set of graphs are presented in Figs. 1-20. In order to

elucidate the influence of the pinch terms corresponding results are plotted

without, Figs. 1-5 (I mode) and Figs. 11-15 (H mode), as well as with pinch

terms, Figs, 6-10 (L mode) and Figs. 16-20 (H mode). The parameter values

are chosen so as to correspond to typical values of the fusion temperatures T =

10 (keV) and densities n = 5 1019 (nr3). A particle density source S = 30 has
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been assumed localized for 0 < r < 0.1, whereas S = 0 for 0.1 < r < 1 assuming

the boundary located at r = b = 1. All figures relate to dimension 2-D.

Certain tendencies in the variations of temperatures and densities are

found from the figures. There is for example a tendency that when the

temperature will increase the density will decrease. It seems that for the

coupled system of temperature and density equilibria are always stable (with

or without pinch), if they occur at all. However, additional computation show

that quasiequilibria may exist (p > 3). Oscillatory approach to equilibria

occurs as a role. Pinch terms have a tendency to quench the oscillations after

the first overshoot which is generally enhanced by the pinch effects.

5. Concluding Remarks

For temperature profiles governed only by a diffusion equation for the

temperature (density considered as constant), as treated in previous

investigations [10], a "pile up" effect close to the boundary causes a sharp

knee in the profile. Coupling to a dynamic density variable, as here

considered, diminishes the formation of such a knee as a result of the fact that

local densities tend to decrease when temperatures increase.

The system of coupled equations (8) and (9) here studied describes the

very complicated behaviour of hot fusion plasmas approaching a state of a

burning fusion plasma of future fusion reactors. The physics of such a system

can also be discussed by the method of the central expansion [12] for which

the results of the present investigation may serve as a numerical model

experiment.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Evolution of temperature profile. For the 2-D situation the following

parameter values are considered: 8 = 1.5, p = 2.4, q = 0.5, ax = 1,

an = 0.5, kr = 0, kn = 0, b = 1, c = 5, e = 1, p = 1, s = 30 for 0 < r < 0.1,

s = 0 for 0.1 < r < 1 (L mode, neglecting pinch terms).

Fig. 2. Evolution of density profile for the same case as in Fig. l.Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Temporal dependence of central value of the temperature for the

case of Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Temporal dependence of the central value of the density for the case

of Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Curve describing the temporal evolution of temperature and density

from an initial state to a final stable equilibrium state (centre of the

spiral), (L mode, neglecting pinch terms, as in Figs. 1-4).

Fig. 6. Evolution of temperature profile including pinch effects, kx = 0.25, kn

= 0.25, other parameters unchanged from Fig. 1, (L mode).

Fig. 7. Evolution of density profile for the case of Fig. 6.

Fig. 8. Temporal dependence of central value of the temperature for the

case of Fig. 6.

Fig. 9. Temporal dependence of central value of the density for the case of

Fig. 7.

Fig. 10. Curve describing the temporal evolution of temperature and density

from an initial state to a final stable equilibrium state (centre of the

spiral) (L mode, including pinch terms as in Figs. 6-9).
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Fig. 11. Evolution of temperature profile with ax = 0.1, an = 0.001, other

parameters unchanged from Fig. 1 (H mode, neglecting pinch terms).

Fig. 12. Evolution of density profile for the case of Fig. 1\.

Fig. 13.Temporal dependence of central value of the temperature for the case

of Fig. 11.

Fig. 14. Temporal dependence of central value of the density for the case of

Fig. 12.

Fig. 15. Curve describing the temporal evolution of temperature and density

from an initial state to a final stable equilibrium state (centre of

spiral), (H mode, neglecting pinch terms, as in Figs. 11-14).

Fig. 16. Evolution of temperature profile including pinch effects with

k j = 0.001, kn = 0.001, other parameters unchanged from Fig. 11,

(H mode).

Fig. 17. Evolution of density profile for the case of Fig. 16.

Fig. 18. Temporal dependence of central value of the temperature for the

case of Fig. 16.

Fig. 19. Temporal dependence of the central value of the density for the case

of Fig. 17.

Fig. 20. Curve describing the temporal evolution of temperature and density

from an initial state to a final stable equilibrium state (centre of the

spiral), (H mode, including pinch terms as in Figs. 16-19).
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